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Donor # 4161 
Interview Notes 

 
Donor 4161 is an engaging, charismatic “go-getter” to say the least. He has very 
clear skin, full lips and straight teeth that are enhanced by his olive complexion. He 
has striking almond shaped eyes, a small and attractive nose and a beauty mark 
reminiscent of pop icon Madonna. Donor 4161 also has beautiful thick eyebrows 
and subtle cleft chin. His lean, athletic body implies that he would have an obvious 
advantage as a basketball or other sport player. At first glance one may describe his 
ears as a bit pronounced, however, I would venture to say that without a shaved 
head, his ears would look proportional to his other refined features. In the past, 
donor 4161 says that he has been described as a hybrid of Jim Carey and Marshall 
Mathers (Eminem).  
 
Donor 4161 is a young professional, working his way up the commercial real estate 
broker ladder. He has a deep and calming voice with a mild twang. He was dressed 
in business casual and was off to the office following his visit with us. During our 
meeting, donor 4161 answered his phone with an impressive professional tone.  
 
After reviewing his health history it is quite apparent the both donor 4161 and his 
family take health and an active lifestyle very seriously. He eats a very well-
balanced diet and makes efforts to eliminate sugar. He describes his family as lean 
and attractive, stating that his “sister is very pretty and has similar facial features.” 
In an attempt to entertain the reader, donor 4161 comments that his mother’s head is 
shaped like a coconut. (We mention this as an opportunity to display his lighthearted 
nature as we assume that his mother’s head is of normal size and proportion.) His 
grandmother is very petite, wearing a size 5 shoe, and is described as, “the healthiest 
elderly person he knows.”   
 
Overall, donor 4161 would be described as an attractive, bright schmoozer. He has a 
quick wit, good humor and is to the point. He is excited about the possibility of 
being a donor and is glad to help families have children. He has chosen to be an 
Identity-Release donor. He feels that it is the offspring’s right to know about their 
biological information and we are confident that will fulfill his commitment to the 
program. 
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